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I am very pleased to release my newest
CD, The Luminous Pearl. This is the
10th album in my Sounds of Sirius series
of healing songs.
The Luminous Pearl is no ordinary music CD. The main recording took place
over the three-day Alpha / Omega period
of 2112-12 to 23-12-12. That particular
time marked an event foretold in the
prophesies of many ancient cultures,
when the earth and our solar system
completed several major cycles, including a 26,000-year cycle and a 5,125-year
cycle. A great shift occurred. In effect,
one world ended and another began.
The transformative energies of that
unique moment haven been intentionally
captured and embedded into every note
and word of The Luminous Pearl. These
‘Songs of Beauty, Mystery and Light’
contain powerful frequencies capable
of unlocking the consciousness of those
ready to awaken to their deeper spiritual nature. With this awakening comes
remembrance of one’s soul true essence,
and of the spark of Divine Light that
resides within each one of us.
Also carried with in the music, is the
energy of a rare and precious artifact
known as ‘The Luminous Pearl’. This
extraordinary object, a crystal that
literally glows luminously in the dark,
has been handed down generation upon
generation, through a female lineage
in China. In a most unexpected way, it
passed into my care in September 2012.

Its previous custodian, an 80-year-old female
Taoist shaman, said the time had come for
the Pearl to be with another woman who
would use it to heal herself and others. I consider it a great honor to have been entrusted
with this sacred mission.
‘The Luminous Pearl’ was present in the
recording studio throughout the entire production of this album, radiating its magical
Light upon myself and the other musicians
as we opened ourselves to receive and harness the energies of the New Earth. Now,
through the Light frequencies of these sacred
‘Luminous’ songs, this precious Pearl will
also radiate its healing, mystical Light upon
all who listen to the music.
It is my most sincere wish that The Luminous Pearl may touch the hearts of many
people throughout the world. I would be
deeply grateful for your support during this
campaign with Ed & Stacey Bonk. The
promotion will begin May 1st, 2013 and any
support you can give during May and June
would be greatly appreciated.

When Irish-born, award-winning composer
and singer Lia Scallon, graduated from Trinity College Dublin, she became a professional actress. Then in 2002, having discovered
new creative expression through her music,
Lia released the ﬁrst of her Sounds of Sirius
albums. Lia’s angelic songs are imbued
with the frequency of pure Love. Her voice
induces an immediate sense of deep calm
and peacefulness. Accompanied by a beautiful Language of Light, this exquisite music

has the power to activate the listener’s
own innate ability to heal. Many people
say the Sounds of Sirius reach deep
into their soul, giving them a sense of
coming home, along with a profound
remembrance of their life’s true mission
and purpose.
For over a decade, Lia Scallon’s sacred
songs and Light Language have been
transforming lives throughout the world.
Like the ancient language of Sanskrit
that is known to manifest sacred geometric forms, the music and Light
Language of the Sounds of Sirius carry
sound codes with them, with the ability to transform the energetic frequency
of the listener. This in turn, can effect
change within the body, the mind and
the spirit. The melodies and words of the
Sounds of Sirius bypass the conscious
mind and speak directly to the soul.
Lia’s music is calling you “home”.

Please visit Lia’s website at.....
www.SoundsofSirius.com

